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Board To Study
Quarter System

"OOOOOOH IT'S muddy." And that's exactly what it's supposed to be. The Mud Tug, sponsored again this year by
Sigma Phi Epsilon social fraternity promises to be one or the
"dirtiest" events on campus this year, with people trying to
pull each other through the mud. The festivities begin at
1 p.m. tomorrow on Sterling Farm. (Photo by Tim Culek.)

70 Teams To Pull
In Annual Mud Tug
The peaceful meadows of Sterling Farm will be invaded at
4 p.m. tomorrow by members of
16 fraternities and 11 sororities
for the fourth annual Sigma Phi
Epsilon Mud Tug.
The Mud Tug is just what the
title implies: a contest between
different fraternities and sororities to pull each other into the
mud hole between them.
Five sorority members pair
up with five fraternity members
and face another team of the
same size. Between the teams
is a hole IS feet wide. 25 feet

WEATHER
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CAT-The forecast for today is considerable sunshine with a high
in the lower 60*s. Fair Friday
night and Saturday with little
change in temperature on Saturday.

long and four feet deep.
The entire hole is filled with
the gooiest, messiest, and sloppiest mud that the Sig Eps could
find.
A rope approximately 100 feet
long is stretched across the Ihole
and at the sound of a gun the
two teams pull against each
other. The team that pulls the
other into the mud is declared
the winner and advances in the
competition.
Just as in the past three years
a queen will be crowned to reign
over the Mud Tug. The area
around the hole will be roped
off this year to keep spectators
from Interfering with contestants.
Trucks will be available to
haul students from campus to
the location behind the women's
archery range, and bleachers
will be set: up.
This year's pairings are: Phi
Delta Theta, Phi Mu, and Alpha
Delta Pi; Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and Delta Zeta; AlphaTauOmega
and Gamma Phi Beta; Kappa
Sigma and Alpha Xi Delta; Sigma
Chi, Chi Omega, and Pi Kappa
Alpha.
Delta Tau Delta, Alpha Gamma
Delta, and Tau Kappa Epsilon;
Theta Chi, Delta Gamma, and
Phi Kappa Psi; Beta Theta Pi;
Kappa Delta, and Zeta Beta Tau;
Phi Kappa Tau, Alpha Phi, and
Alpha Sigma Phi; and Sigma Nu,
Alpha Chi Omega, and Delta l.'psilon.

A recommendation that the
University switch to the quarter
system by September, 1967 will
be given to the Board of Trustees
by President William T. Jerome
today.
The board will hold its fall
meeting at 2 p.m. today in the
Ohio Suite.
Dr. John D. Millett, chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents,
has requested that all state-assisted universities adopt a common calendar beginning then and
that this calendar be the quarter
calendar.
(Currently, only Ohio State,
Kent State and Cleveland State
are on quarters. Miami, Wright
State (at Dayton) and Central
State are on trimesters: and
Bowling Green and Ohiollniversity are on semesters.)
In a letter to the presidents
of the state universities, Chancellor Millett said, "I am well
aware that there will be various
objections to this proposal and to
this timetable. But I believe there
are other considerations to override these objections."
He said he anticipated two criticisms. One is that the calendar
should be determined by the
faculty and, two, that the time
element is too short for introducing a major academic and
administrative change by next
fall.
(For reaction of the local chapter of the American Association
of University Professors, see
the related story on this page.)
In a reply to Chancellor Millett, Dr. Jerome said he agrees
with the general desirability of
the quarter system but said he

Forms Ready
For Housing
Applications for on-campus
housing for the second semester
will be accepted by the Housing
Office during the next three
weeks.
Completed IBM application
cards and the $10 administrative service charge will be collected in the dormitories as follows:
Men's dormitories: ConklinMonday; Kohl-Tuesday; RodgersWednesday and Thursday; Harshman B-Oct. 17; Harshman AOct. 18; Krelscher C-Oct. 19;
Krelscher D-Oct. 20.
Women's dormitories: Alice
Prout-Monday; East-Tuesday;
North-Wednesday; West-Thursday; HarshmanC-Oct. 17; Harshman D-Oct. 18; Kreischer BOct. 19; Lowry-Oct.25;HarmonOct. 24; Mooney-Oct 25; Treadway-Oct. 25.
Housing Office representatives
will be in the above halls on the
days indicated from 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. excluding the lunch hour',
12 noon to 1 p.m.

felt that many of the benefits
would be lost in attempting to
do It on a crash basis and without prior discussion withfaculty,
staff and trustees.
Dr. Jerome referred Dr. Millett's proposal to the Academic
Council, the administrative staff
and the Board of Trustees.
In fairness to Chancellor Millett, it should be pointed out that
he is making every effort in the
next blennium to get increased
budgetary support for higher education, Dr. Jerome said.
Even though there are obvious

advantages to the quarter system, he said, the Regents' action
in this instance seems to go
beyond their authority as a coordinating agency. A changeover
of this magnitude will demand the
best efforts of all us, he added.
"My recommendation to the
Board of Trustees will be that
they authorize the changeover
even though I regret having the
University put on this sort of
a spot," he said.
In other actions at today's
meeting, the Trustees are ex(Continued on page 3)

AAUP Chapter Hits
Chancellor's Move
The local chapter of the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) has issued a
statement opposing the adoption
of the quarter system by the
University as recommended by
Dr. John D. Millett, chancellor
of the Ohio Board of Regents.
AAUP's University chapter
urged the Ohio Board of Regents
to "recognize the rights of the
several state- assisted institutions to determine what kind and
pace of calendar reform, if any,
best serve their individual
needs."
The action came at a Wednesday night meeting of the local
chapter, which operates independently of the University.
Dr. Sheldon Halpern, assistant
professor of English and president of the local chapter, said
that more than 100 Faculty
members attended Wednesday's
meeting. A statement was drafted
stating the group's position on
the Sept.22 request made by Dr.
John D. Millett, chancellor of
the Ohio Board of Regents, that
the University adopt the quarter
system calendar by September,
1967.
The statement said that such
short notice would not allow enough time for implementation of
the new calendar in any but a
hasty and haphazard fashion, let
alone for discussion of the advisability of such a reform by
Individual faculties, administrations, and boards of trustees.
"Chancellor Millett has forced
the i universities Into a timeconsuming and costly task with
the avowed purpose of misleading the Ohio GeneralAssembly,"
the ; statement ' said. He has
strongly hinted that if the universities adopt such a uniform calendar he will get them larger
appropriations from the legislature on the pretext that his
Is a more economical education
rhan the present system.
"Such an argument is specious

and immoral. It is extremely
doubtful that a uniform quartersystem calendar would give Ohio
taxpayers more education for
their money. "It is certain that
Cancellor Mlllett's tactics have
all the appearances of coercing
the universities: in order to present a favorable image to the
General Assembly.
"The Chancellor probably has
exceeded his legal authority in
disregarding the local autonomy
of boards of trustees.
"He has certainly acted in an
arbitrary, cavalier, and dictatorial manner in arriving at such
a decision without consultation
with local faculties and administrators and promulgating
it without the approval of his
own governing body--the Ohio
Board of Regents.
"This action poses a serious
threat to the future of public
higher education in Ohio.
"The issue is not over the
comparative merits of the
quarter, semester, and trimester
systems.
"But if in the guise of uniformity and efficiency, theChancellor and the Regents can impose
a calendar upon state-assisted
institutions, they can also Impose
degree requirements,course
curricula, academic standards,
textbooks, salary schedules, promotion criteria, hiring policies,
(Continued on page 4)

Tickets Sold
Tickets for Sunday night's
Ramsey Lewis Trio concert
have been sold out, Richard
Lenhart, director of union
activities, said yesterday.
A crowd.of more than 2,700
Is expected at the first Celebrity Series performance, Lenhart said.
The Jazz concert Is scheduled for 8:15 p.m. in the
Ballroom.
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HERBLOCK'S CARTOON
'What Wa» So Tough About That
Vietnam Election?"

Don't 'Rush' Blindly
Rush, pledge, pin, party, money, bid and ball are currently
Important words for many University students because bids will
be issued this weekend as formal upperclass rush ends for the
18 social fraternities and 12 social sororities on campus.
The bids are the climax to numerous rush parties that have
been given during the past week.
Until the final bids arc issued, the burden on selection is basically
on the membership of the house itself. Do they want a particular
student to join the ranks?
At last, the student rushce is faced with a multiple decision.
Does he want to pledge-- period?
Or in the event of multiple
bids, which house should he pledge?
Sometimes the decision is made for him-- when he receives
no bids.
One of the greatest problems arising from rush as a whole
tisi the alleged "snow job."
This is when a rushee becomes
so impressed with the rush parties that he loses sight of the
long-term outlook and "rushes" blindly into Greek life.
Be sure you can affordl it. Me sure you fit in. Be sure you
can be proud to be a member. Be sure you want to devote your
time to it and have the time to devote.
Don't be mislead to think that a fraternity or sorority
is a sure cure for your personality faults or social inadequacy.
It may help, but in the end all students must stand on their own
merit and initiative.
The News urges all rushees to think carefully about what they
want as they attend final parties and pick up bids to pledge. The
decision you, as a rushee, make now, will affect you the rest of
your college career.

MIDDLE OF THE ROAD

Put Harvard To Bed
By JIM TAFT
Columnist

A BRITISH 'HOLLIDAY'

Apond My Word
BG By The Sea
By ROGER HOLLIDAY
Columnist
There lies between Harshman
and Kreischer Quadrangles a
strange phenomenen variously
described as a lake, pond, puddle
inlet, outlet, pool or harbor. It
has, incidentiy, been ascribed a
variety of other names not quite
suitable for print.
All these definitions, however,
were proved incorrect by a special investigatory field trip in
co-operation with the top scientific minds on campus.
Equipped with special diving
gear, bathescopes, bobbers and
the like, our sub-scientific team
laboring for days under terrific
pressure (14 lbs per sq. inch)
brought back in va lua blespecimens including 33 rusty beer
cans and an old corroded sign
saying "Faculty andStaff Parking
Area Only."
There is considerable specul-
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ation as to the uses of this
aquatic mass, but as yet no definite decisions have been
reached by those in power. Rumours, however, are rampant.
The theories voted as most
likely to succeed are these:
The military may take it over
as a dry dock for its yellow
submarines, in an effort to
bolster this nation's defense.
It might be a training area
for the inter-collegiate water
ski team which has a home and
home contract with the University of Tampa.
There is the possibility that
it may be developed inio a scenic
recreation area complete with
bridge (over the River Krei),
thus furthering the University's
growing image as the Venice of
the Midwest.
Or finally perhaps the whole
thing is simply one big mirage
complete with monster.
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(Columnist's note: A letter-to-the-editor appeared
Sept. 21, from a former BG student now attending Harvard, scolding our university. This Is,
in part, my answer.)
Every year some pseudo- intellectual takes it
upon himself to inform the student body as to
BG's level of sophistication. This year's honors
go to Mr. Greg Gaydos of Harvard University.
Mr. Gaydos feels that our upperclassmen are
"snowing" the freshmen into "one childish event
after another." According to him, bed races,
pic-eating contests and the like, bring "rollicking
laughter of disbelief" to his fellow students at
Harvard. He stated that some day he hopes to be
as proud of BG socially as he is proud of the
BG faculty academically. At least the professors
esaaped the wrath of his pen.
It is a shame that I must disagree with Mr.
Gaydos. This campus is already much too conservative. The Greek events which he finds fault
with, are all that remains to enliven the student
body and keep them from a state of complete
apathy.
Bowling Green is not Harvard, and never will
be. But, is this so shameful? College is an experience that all too rapidly passes into history.
And to use a not-so-trite phrase, "you are only

young once." The shocking reality of war and
adulthood is just around the corner for many of
us. So what is wrong with a mud-tug? Is an allday bike race such a waste of time? Are we
so old and sophisticated that we cannot ride a
Honda just for fun?
Bowling Green has an excellent artist and
celebrity series. Famous speakers and popular
recording groups appear monthly. Outstanding
political leaders visit the campus. And for the
most part, the student body accepts all these
events
wholeheartedly,
including the always
successful athletic teams.
Learning is of prime importance at any university. But not all knowledge is derived from
textbooks. The many organizations on campus, both
Greek and non-Greek, provide a stimulus to
student interest. Spirit and pride are integral
parts of a college program.
A year from now, our senior class will be
scattered all over the globe. They will look
back at Bowling Green with many fond memories,
such as the day their fraternity or sorority
won the bike race -- or when Ramsey Lewis
brought down the house with his popular jazz
interpretations.
This is Bowling Green, Mr. Gaydos. We may
have our shortcomings, but we're learning. You
can have your eastern mediocrity and conservatism -- we'll keep our memories.

Letter To The Editor

Chides The Governor
I wouldlike...tochideGovernor
James Rhodes for a recent event.
Governor, on this campus many
of us are exposed to both sides
of important questions which may
come up. On our library is the
inscription: "Read not to contradict and confute nor to believe and take for granted but
to weigh and consider." Many
of us like the opportunity to
weigh and consider and decide
for ourselves. It is only right
that one take a look at an issue,
examine both sides of it thoroughly, and then decide upon
a stand to take or a course to
follow. In theory, this is what
the "people" did when you were
elected and will do when you
are reelected.
An anti-Vietnam ijroup applied
for booth space at the Ohio State
Fair and was denied it on the
somewhat flimsy excuse that ii
is policy to keep contraversial
things out of the fair. You, dirextly or indirectly, are responsible for this outrage by -virtue
of your administrative position...
There is somewhat of a paradox here. Either the citizens
of this State are capable of making
their own decisions or not, in
which case there is a reflection
upon your own election. Perhaps
in your next term you can re-

solve this paradox
in the
"peoples' " favor.
Gary R. Samples
137 Palmer

"She's Not Really
I Just Love Her

LOST MAIL
TO: Dept. of Psychology
FROM: Library Committee
Is it true that the new library mural gives us the
world's largest Rorschach
test?
BGSU Jr.

My Type At All—
For Her Money"
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Aim At Victory
Not Settlement
(Editor's Note: Below is a
letter drafted by members of the
National Student Association at
Its* congress this summer. It
was not drafted as official business. The News encourages
student comment on the letter.)
Dear Mr. President:
In your discussion of the
Draft with the summer interns
several weeks ago, you recognized many of the questions
that have been troubling members
of our generation. We were
pleased and encouraged by your
concern and decided to respond
to your invitation to express some
of our thoughts.
We set out to formulate our
views on Selective Service -the specific
subject of your
speech- - but we soon realized
what you yourself must know:
that the question of the Draft
cannot be fully discussed in isolation from the situation that
has made it so pressing a problem -- the war in Viet Nam.
Ambassador Goldberg's
speech, helpful as it was, nevertheless left unanswered many
questions about our position in
Viet Nam, and we feel impelled
to report that an increasingly
large number of students are
finding that
position more
and more difficult to understand.
Confusion
has
led
to
dissatisfaction, and in some
cases to outspoken dissent.
But more significant, we believe, is the fact that for every
militant dissenter
there are
scores who find themselves
deeply troubled about a proper
response to the demands of their
country. These are people devoted to the Constitution. They
are strongly committed to the
democratic process and to law
and order. They are people as
loyal and courageous as their
fathers and brothers who served
willingly in two World Wars and
in Korea.
Yet many of these same people
faced like their fathers with the
duty of bearing their country's
arms, are finding it difficult to
square performance of that duty
with concepts of personal integrity and consience. Even more
of them are torn by reluctance
to participate in a war whose toll
in property and life keeps escalating, but about whose purpose
and value to the nation they remain unclear. Raised in the
democratic tradition of thinking
for themselves, many of our
contemporaries now find a growing conflict between their own
observations, on the one hand,
and statements byAdministration
leaders about the world situation,
on the other.
Unless these conflicts can be
eased, the United States may find
itself faced with a situation unparalleled in its history -- a
situation in which some of the
young people most loyal to America and to American ideals may
choose to go to jail rather than
to fulfill their obligations under
the law while countless others
may tolerate, or even participate
in, rusei devices to evade these
obligations.
Contributing
to
this situation is the almost universal conviction that the present
Selective Service law
operates unfairly.
We write in the hope that this
letter will help start a frank
and open discussion which, in
turn, will clarify objectives and
reverse the drift from confusion
toward disaffection. To this end
we submit for your consideration,
Mr. President, some of the questions now agitating the academic
community:

There is doubt that America's
vital Interests are sufficiently
threatened by the Viet Nam war
to necessitate the growing commitment there.
There Is, in fact, doubt that
these vital Interests are best
protected by this growing commitment.
There Is also some feeling
that a war which may devastate
much of the countryside cannot
lead to the secure and prosperous
Viet Nam we once hoped our presence would help produce.
There is widening concern
about apparent contradictions
which seem to recur in official
American pronouncements:
While we continue to insist
that we will negotiate "unconditionally," we seem unwilling
to accept full participation by
the Viet Cong as an independent
party to negotiations.
While we continue to reiterate
our commitment to self-determination for South Viet Nam,
we do little to dispel confusion
about our willingness to accept
a coalition (or pro-communist)
government should the people
of South Viet Nam eventually
select such a government in elections
held under adequate
international supervision.

Quarter
Study Work-Study
Plan
(Continued from page I)
W
pected to discuss a report of
the Development Council concerning a proposed long-range
program of giving.
The details of the program are
being completed, but will not be
made public yet.
The report of the Council will
be a statement of goals and objectives and of necessary next
steps, assuming the Trustees
approve it.
Other items to be considered
will Include the reorganization
of the board and a regional conference of an association of governing boards of universities and
colleges.
There will be reports on the
long-range plan, capital improvements under construction, a grant
from the Board of Regents to
study research needs, fees for
the 1967 summer session, enrollment targets for 1967, student court and the auxiliary budget.
The board also will consider
the physics departments' proposal for a master of arts program, the biology department's
doctoral proposal, the policy on
patentable discoveries or inventions, a report of the committee
concerning University policy on
faculty appointment and tenure,
and the change of the name of
the* department of art to the
School of Art.

Offers Financial Aid
Students needing financial aid
may apply through the University's student work-study
program, student financial aid
director Robert E. McKay, said
recently.
The student work-study program is designed to aid students
who have limited financial assistance from their families, McKay
explained.

Freshmen Plan
Hayride, Dance
A hayride and barn dance for
residents of Rodgers Quadrangle
first floor andTreadway Hall will
be held tonight from 8 p.m. to
midnight.
Entertainment will be provided
by a disc jockey and various
groups from within each dormitory.
Residents who plan to attend
should meet in front of Pounders
Quadrangle at 7:30 p.m. A truck
will be waiting in the parking
lot behind Hanna Hall at 7:45
p.m. to carry the group to the
dance.
Those Interested in attending
must sign up In their residence
hall.

Stone Announces New Radio Staff

Theodore Sipes and David
Crawford have been named to key
Finally, Mr. President, there positions on the staff of radio
is a growing conviction that station WBGU, Sidney Stone, dirunless our goal is victory rather ector of the station, announced
than a negotiated settlement, fail- recently.
Sipes, a senior, will serve as
ure of the other side to negotiate has not Justified -- and music librarian while Crawford,
does not justify -- continued esa senior, will be news coordinator, organizing and editing
calation.
news copy. As music librarian,
This conviction leads to con- Sipes will select music to be
cern about the nature and at- played on WBGU - Radio protainability of our basic goals grams.
In Viet Nam, and to a deeplyFifteen students have been
felt fear that the course now benamed to the radio staff, Stone
ing
pursued may lead us said.
irrevocalbly into a major land
Phil Morehead, John Peters,
war In Asia -- a war whichmany George Wolf and John Bodl will
feel could not be won without comprise the engineering staff.
Newscasters will be Ginger
recourse to nuclear weapons, if
Kathrens, Larry Keeler and Al
then.
We are
grateful for your Zidek, News broadcasts are
interest and look forward to hear- scheduled at 3:25 p.m., 6 pjn.
ing your thoughts on these mat- and 9:25 p.m. Monday through
Saturday.
ters.

General announcing duties will
be handled by Patricia Bogusz,
Ken Bailey, Mary Ann Harris,
Stephen Clarke, Timothy Rowe
and Robert Pollock.
WBGU, the University-owned,
educational radio station, operates at 884 megacycles on the
FM dial Monday throughSaturday
from 3:25 p.m. to 10: p.m. and
6:30 pjn. to 10 p.m. on Sundays.

In order to qualify^ students
must submit an application, which
may be obtained in 322 Administration Bldg., McKay said.
To qualify, the student must:
1. Come from a family unable
to contribute toward his or her
college expenses.
2. Need the income to enroll
or stay in college.
3. Maintain a satisfactory academic standard while employed
for a maximum of 15 hours per
week.
4. Be enrolled as a full-time
undergraduate or graduate student.
Rate of pay will be commensurate with wages already established for student employment
on campus, McKay said. "Many
of the jobs may be in departments of the student's major
McKay said.
"90 per cent of the funds for
the program come from the government, and the other 10 percent are supplied by the department wanting student help,"
McKay added.

Director Sets Date
Dr. Lorrene L. Ort, director
of student teaching, will register
students who plan to student teach
during the Spring Semester at
3, 4, 5 and 6 pjn. Monday In
the Ballroom.
She will register students attending the branches at their
respective high schools In the
next two weeks. She will be in
Fostoria at 3:50 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 11; Bryan at 3:50 pjn.
Thursday, Oct. 13; Fremont at
3:50 p,m. Monday, Oct. 17, and
Sandusky at 3 p.m. Tuesday,
Oct. 18.

STUDENTS
Male & Female
Part Time Or Full Time Work
2, 4, Or 6 Days Or Nights
New Pay Rates
MEALS & UNIFORMS FURNISHED

Frisch's Big Boy s. Main st
Bowling Green's newest & most
modern billiard room for
your shooting enjoyment

GOLDEN CUE
BILLIARDS
...located directly behind
Burger Chef

WALK THE A-LINE SKIRT
WITH A MATCHING SWEATER
AND SOCKS
Beautiful Styles and Colors
For Fall in The U-SH0P

Wntoertfit? &fyo$
Ml IAST WOOSTCR ST. • f HONE JM-S1M
■OWLINO OMEN, OHIO

Miami U.
Ohio U.
U. of Kentucky

U. of Florida
U. of E. Kentucky
U. of W. Virginia

Ohio State
Purdue U.
U. of Cincinnati
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Public Opinion, Supreme Court
Reduce Deaths By Execution
By The Associated Press
Fewer and fewer people are
being put to death for crime in
this country.
There were 199 executions in
1939, the first year the, Federal
Bureau of Prisons began keeping records on capital punishment. Last year, seven death
sentences were carried out and
there has been only one so far
this year.
A survey by the Associated
Press shows 366 men are in
death rows in state prisons. They
have been sentenced to hanging,
electrocution or the gas chamber
for crimes such as murder.kid-

Guest Vocalist
To Give Recital
Dale Moore, associate professor of music at WoosterCollege,
will present a recital at 8:15
tonight in Recital Auditorium.
The recital will feature,
-Three Songs" by Purcell; "Seven Songs" by Brahms and"Dichterliebe" by Schumann. Daniel
Winter, associate professor of
music at Wooster, will accompany him.
Mr. Moore placed first in the
National Federation of Music
Clubs in the Oratoria Division.
As a winner, he appeared in an
East Room Concert at the White
House in 1963.

HPE Teachers
Attending Meeting
Eight members of the Women's
health and physical education department faculty are attending
the annual Midwest Association
for Physical Education of College
Women this week at Eastern
Michigan University inYpsilanti.
Attending are: Dr. Agnes M.
Hooley, professor of health and
physical education; Miss Iris E.
Andrews, associate professor of
health and physical education;
Mrs. Jean B. Campbell; Miss
Gertrude M. Eppler, professor of
health and physical education;
Miss Dorothy M. Luedtke; Miss
M. Joy Sidwell, instructor in
health and physical education;
Miss Ina Temple and Miss Mary
E. Whitney, associate professor
of health and physical education.

naping or rape-but few of the
death sentences are likely to be
carried out.
The survey shows there are
two main reasons.
First there apparently is a
growing distaste for the taking of
human life by law, both on the
part of the public and officials.
Secondly, recent U.S. Supreme
Court decisions have thrown out
confessions when suspects were
not advised of their rights.
Many condemed convicts will
escape
capital
punishment
through court appeals. The sentences of others will be commuted
to prison terms by state authorities.
In some' states, executions are
being held off, pending legislative action on bills to abolish
capital punishment.
During the first six months of
this year, the only execution
in any state was that of James

Society To Pick
New Members
Alpha Lambda Delta, freshman
women's honor society, will send
membership invitations Monday.
Women who achieved a 3.5
accumulative point average during their freshman year are eligible.
Last year 69 women were eligible and 66 were initiated in
the society's first induction. The
University chapter was founded
in 1965.
Pledging is scheduled Monday,
Nov. 21 and initiation is set
for Sunday, Dec. 4.
Alpha Lambda Delta is a national honor society for freshman
women. Membership is based
on scholarship.

French, an Oklahoma convict.
French, 30, was sent to the electric chair Aug. 19 for strangling a prison cellmate. French
already was serving a life sentence for another killing.
States where capital punishment is the supreme penalty
have not resorted ot it for some
years.
The
last
executions
in
New Hampshire and South Dakota were in 1939. There have
been none inMassachusetts since
1947, In Nebraska since 1959 or
In Tennessee since 1960.

'Molly Brown'
Sails Tonight
"The UnsinkableMolly Brown"
and "Seven Days in May" are
billed for this weekend's campus
movies.
"Molly Brown" will be shown
at 6 and 10:20 tonight, and 8:05
Saturday night, and "Seven Days
in May" at 8:15 tonight, and 6
and 10:20 Saturday night in the
Main Auditorium.

Deadline Today
Miss Peggy Mathauer, program director for women's residence halls, yesterday reminded
campus housing units that today
is the deadline for registering
proposed themes for Homecoming decoration.
Miss Mathauer said housing
units not meeting the deadline
will be ineligible for prizes
to be awarded during Homecoming ceremonies Oct. 22.
All theme ideas should relate
to the general Homecoming theme
of "Funnybook Fantasy," Miss
Mathauer said.

AAUP Hits Move
(Continued from poo* 1)

or any of the other academic and
administrative policies by which
a university is governed.
"Education of the public, which
already has become mass education, would become massproduced education, and local
control over universities would
be lost."
Dr. Halpern said the local
chapter of the AAUP sent copies
of this statement to the chairmen
of faculty senates at other universities, and other AAUP chapters at state-assisted institutions
with the request those bodies
adopt and publish similar statements.
He said copies also were sent
to University President William
T. Jerome requesting he call
a meeting of the University faculty to consider this issue and
to the Board of Trustees.
They requested the board delay action on Chancellor Millett's request until a further
study.
The group also wrote to State
Attorney General William B.
Saxbe asking whether existing
Ohio law allows the Chancellor
and Board of Regents to regulate
the academic calendar of a university without approval of the
local board of trustees.Governor
James A. Rhodes also was sent
a copy of the statement.
Dr. Halpern said the University chapter of the AAUP Is going
to join the Miami University
chapter in requesting that the
Conference of State Universities
of Ohio (composed of delegates
from local AAUP chapters at
state universities in Ohio) pre-

sent its united opinion of Dr.
Milieu's proposal to the Board
of Regents.
"Our AAUP chapter Is calling
on everyone--faculty, students
and interested citizens--to
blanket the Board of Regents
and state legislature with protest over Dr. Millett's action,;;
Dr. Halpern said.

120 Danforth
Study Grants
Being Offered
The Danforth Foundation will
award approximately 120 fellowship awards for graduate study
in March, 1967, it was announced
this week.
Dr. Raymond Yeager, professor of speech, has invited interested students to make inquiry
about the Danforth Graduate Fellowship program at his office in
108 South Hall.
Candidates for the fellowships
must be nominated through their
undergraduate college- by
November 1, Dr. Yeager said.
The fellowships provide four
years of financial assistance with
a maximum annual living stipend
of $2,950 for married students,
plus tuition and fees.
Other fellowships may also
be held by students under the
Danforth program. Financial
need is not a condition for consideration.
The Danforth Foundation of
St. Louis, Mo., offers the grants
to college seniors or recent graduates who plan to study for the
doctor of philosophy degree.

Committee Plans
Ice Activities
A committee is being organized to plan the use of the
new ice arena, scheduled to
open after Christmas vacation.
Miss Sally Williams, assistant coordinator of student
activities, has urged students
interested in ice skating to
contact the Student Activities
Office.

Dorm Residents
To Hold Mixer
Two mixers are scheduled tonight for dormitory residents.
Residents of Harmon Hall and
third floor Rodgers Quadrangle
will have a dance in the west
dining hall of Founders Quadrangle, 8 p.m. to midnight.Music
will be provided by the Missing
Links.
Krelscher Quadrangle units A
and C residents will hold a mixer
from 8 p.m. to midnight in the
small dining hall at Krelscher.
The Sharps will provide entertainment for the Kreischer dance.
The mixers are open only to
residents of the four participating dormitories.

INSIDE PERMANENT PRESS
Volumes could nnd should be written
about the myriad advantages of K"ntlomen's slacks Ihnl nnvnr, never need pressing no matter how often laundorod. Suffice
to state that the iron a^v. is now ancient
hislory. The era of permanent press has
arrived.
r~ ,

(luacwuutai Mttx

The suit, now a VILLAGER"collector's
standard, is as firmly businesslike
as a suit should be. Military
pockets. Shetland wool, fully lined.
The colors are, however, all girl . .
True Blue, Fresh Green,
Sizes 6 to 16.
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Ouarfer Sysfem?BG Flips A Coin
The Chancellor of the Board
of Regents has recommended that
all state colleges and universities
adopt the quarter system. If accepted, it would begin at the
University in Sept. 1967
A common system at all colleges would allow students to
transfer more easily between
schools, the chancellor feels.
It will be a drastic change for
all students and personnel of
the University. Students will have
take more courses, buy more
books and take more exams.

Janet Harrison

Most students questioned felt
they did not know much about
the newsystem.Buttheirfeelings
were based on more than the flip
a coin, as shown by the following
opinions:
CAROL HERLIBY, Junior, ColOne Strausbaug
lege of Education: "It seems like
we'd be taking exams all the time
on the quarter system. Other
than that it would be good."
BONNIE ALEXANDER, junior,
College of Education: "It would
be good to have the quarter
system. It would be like summer
school where you could have
a class every day and study for
It every night."

Dave Sprunk

Carl Arthur

MIKE WEITZEL, freshman,
College of Education: "Being a
freshman I can't really give an
opinion. I had the quarter system
in high school and I liked it.
Semesters get kind of long."
LARRY FROST, freshman.
College of Education: "I don't
care for the idea. I picked Bowling
Green over Kent State because
Kent had the quarter system."
PAUL BROWN, senior, College
of Education: "The quarter
system would put all state colleges on the same system, and
everybody would get out for vacations at the same time. But I
wouldn't like it because I'd have
to buy more books and everything else."

Lee Larcomb

Ron Cervasio

LARRY PRINCE, sophomore.
College of Education: "I think
students could keep up with their
courses better on a quarter
system. Grades would be better.
But I don't think we'd get as
much out of our courses."
PAT KIRIAN, sophomore, College of Business Administration:
"I think anything would be better
than what we have now, ' It's a
good idea."
FRANCIS ERWIN, freshman,
College of Education: "I like
the idea of having exams before
Christmas. Nobody studies over
vacation."
JUDY SOPHENSKI.sophomore,
College of Liberal Arts: "I think
it's a good idea.Aquarter system
would be better for grades because we wouldn't have as much
to study for when exams come
around."
DR. MELVIN HYMAN, head of
the Speech and Hearing Therapy
Dept. "I've studied under both
systems. The quarter system
would make students concentrate
more on their studies.
MARILYN LUCAS, freshman,
College of Education: "It would
be a good idea. We could change
subjects more often. But one
system is as good as another."
RON CERVASIO, senior, College of Education: "It's a bad
idea. I wouldn't like changing
from a semester to a quarter
system.
BILL VAUGHN, senior in Education: "Only advantage I could
see would be that students could
get out faster."
BETH OVERCASH, freshman
in Liberal Arts: "In a way it
may be easier
with fewer
courses, but the disadvantaged
would be with more tests."
CARL ARTHUR, senior, in
Business: "I like the idea. When
students would have a vacation,
it would be a vacation--there
wouldn't be assignments."

OPPORTUNITY

DIDDLE POOZE
SEZ

for young aggressive,
enterprising

Pull Hard

Advertising, Salesmen & Women

Phi Mu,
Phi Delt
& Alpha
Delta Pi

CONTACT GARY OR BARRY

B-G News Office

BILL INGRAHM; senior in Education: "It's a good idea. A
lot of courses are so broad they
need to be broken up into two
sessions while others don't have,
to cover so much time."
DR. WESLEY ERBE. director
of graduate studies in Education:
"It would be better for the programs but the time factor in
changing the system would present problems."
Sharon Zowadski Betn Qvercash

SUE MILBRODT; Junior in Education: "I can see the reason
for it since all the other schools
are changing too.
DAVE SPRUNK; senior in Business: "With people leaving all
times of the year, wouldn't the
college atmosphere change?
Also, I can see some problems
with the grade computations."
LEE LARCOMB; sophomore
in Education: "I don't like it.
There would be too much trouble
switching from the semester
system. I think you can learn
more In the longer semester
system."

SueMilbrodt

Mike Weitzel

The U-Shops

All Purpose
Jacket
$9.95
Sir Jac Joot
Arrived in Navy
And Tan
Sizes 38-46
Reg. & Longs

^nfoerattp fe&op
S32 EAST WOOSTER STREET
PHONE 342-51IS
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

Ph. 3344
Ohio University
Ohio Stale
U. of E. Kentucky

University of Florida
University of Kentucky
U. of Cincinnati

Purdue University
Miami University
U. of W. Virginia
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Meetings Set For Sunday

At News Conference

LBJ Names Ambassadors
WASHINGTON (AP)-- President Johnson yesterday announced the appointment of
Llewllyn Thompson as ambassador to Russia.
He also announced appointment of Sol Linowitz as ambassador to the Organization of A merlcan States (OAS) during yesterday's news conference.
Thompson is a former ambassador to the Soviet Union. A
62-year-old career diplomat, he
served in Moscow from 1957 to
1962. He succeeds Foy Kohler,
who will become a deputy undersecretary of state in Washington.
Thompson has been the top
adviser to both the Kennedy and
Johnson
administrations
on
east-west affairs.
"Because of the importance of
our relations with the Soviet
Union at this time, I am asking Thompson to return to a
post he already lias served longer
than any American ambassador
in history," Johnson said.
Johnson named Ellsworth Bunker to succeed Thompson as sen-

ior
ambassador- at- large in
Washington.
Bunker now is
(OAS) ambassador.
Linowitz, chairman of the
Board of Xerox International succeeds him in that post.
Johnson gave further details on
his 25,000-mile flying trip to six
Pacific Nations.
He said no consideration is
being given to adding South Viet
Nam to the schedule.
The 17-day expedition will
start Oct. 17 and end Nov. 2.
The most far-reaching trip to
the Far East ever undertaken
by an American president, it will
take Johnson to New Zealand,
Australia, the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia and Korea.
The Manila conference, made
up of all nations with military
commitments to the cause of
freedom in South Viet Nam is
scheduled for Oct. 23 through
27.
Officials of South Viet Nam
will sit in on the meeting. Malaysia will not.
Johnson said the participating

Classified Ads
FOR SALE OR RENT

consin/veekend of Oct. 14. Contact Jim, ext. 2501.

For Sale. 1962 Volvo P1800 in
very good condition. Doug Allen,

407 Harsh.A, Ext.2274.

Legends, Music

1959 Triumph TR-3 Roadster.
White, 4-speed, snowtires. 307
E. Wooster, 353-1701.

i*/«|| sag r I] i «
Will Highlight

FVr"saie."(2) reserved'ticket

Fo/fc/ore Meet

books--Celebrity Series. Phone
353-5395, evenings.
—
Wanted. Student to share apartment. Call 352-9692, askforGary
or Perry.

Folklore
experts from
throughout the area will meet
nere tomorrow.
The pr0gram is being held for
aU persons interested in Ohio
folklore and history, according
t0 Dr> Donald M. Winkelman,
assistant professor of English,
and president of the society.
The program will be divided
into two sessions. The morning
seSsion will be entitled "Folkiore and History." It begins at
9.30 a.m. in the Alumni Room.
Featured in the morning program wiU be Dr. Archie H.Jones.
dean of the Liberal Arts College
and Lyie R- Fletcher, professor
0f geography.
will include
Tnis
seSsion
papers on folklore and history,
weatherlore. Greene County legends and Mormon folklore.
A jamboree of folk music will
highlight the afternoon session,
beginning at 1:30 p.m. in Recital
Auditorium,
Dr. Frederick W. Eckman.associate professor of English, and
David A. Walton, teaching fellow
in EngiiSn, are assisting Dr.
Winkelman
with program
arrangements.

LOST
..........
Lost Monday. Parker fountain
pen. Black with silver cap. chipped at the base. Lost around Old
University Stadium. Call Kathy,
303Harsh.C.
.
BUS1NESS AND PERSONAL
""
Congratulations Tinkles andCuddies on your engagement from
your roommates.
.........
.... —..........
UNITARIAN HOUSE*"E. Court
Street Sunday, 11 a.m. The New
Left: A Discussion.
**
""
OUTWIT YOUR PROFS. Speedread. One new Audio-Visual pacer
invoice charge $35. Will sacrifice. Make offer to P.A.Sinclair,
4564 Eastway DrM CR 4-0117,
Toledo, Ohio. 43612.
Ride available toChicago or Wis-

countries will review military
progress in South Viet Nam,
progress toward democratic government, efforts to strengthen the
economy, and a campaign to curb
inflation.
Johnson said the Manila Sessions also will explore how the
nations
can support these
improvement effort for Viet
Nam, as well as what he termed
the prospects for a peaceful settlement of the Viet Nam Conflict.

The Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will meet at 6:45
p.m. today in the Wayne Room.
Mr. Harold Larson, an attorney
will speak on "The Case for
Christianity."
• * •
The Jewish Congregation will
hold services at 6:30 p.m. today in Prout Chapel. All are
welcome.
• • •
Beta Beta Beta, biology honorary, has set Nov. 16 as the
tentative date for its fall initiation.
Students with 10 hours and a
3.0 in biology, plus a 2.5 overall point average are eligible.
Interested students should drop
a note in the mailbox for Leroy
Schroeder on the third floor of
Moseley Hall.
• * *
There will be an all-campus
jam session at the Alpha Delta
Pi house tomorrow from 2 to
4 p.m. Music will be provided
by the Mark 5 Quintet.
,
• • •
An all-campus dance will be
held in the Rathskeller from
8 pjn. to midnight tomorrow.
The "Early Americans" will
furnish live music for the dance,
which is sponsored by the Sophomore Class.
• • *
The Lutheran Student Association is sponsoring a cookout at
Oak Openings Sunday.
A dramatic reading and discussion will follow the picnic,
which begins at 2:30 p.m.
Students wishing to attend
should sign up by this afternoon
at the UCF center, 313 Thurstin
St.
• * •
Omega Phi Alpha, woman's
service sorority, will hold an

Klevers
Jewelry Store
125 N. Main St.

Your Campus

PIPE

Pierced
Earrings

Ui\e traditional $ett

Davis. To make reservations
phone the Center at 353-8912 or
352-4752 today.
A student panel discussion titled "The Christian Student in
the University, the Church and
World" will be held by the Methodist Student Movement at 6 at
the First Methodist Church, E.
Wooster Street.
A "Dine-a-Mite" meal will be
served at 5 p.m. costing 40 cents
per person. To make a reservation for the dinner, phone 3538912 by this afternoon.The meeting will end by 7:25 p.m. so that
the Ramsey Lewis Trio may be
seen.

Campus Calendar

for the
NEWEST IN
COSTUME
JEWELRY

Supplier

Two student religious groups
are planning meetings forSunday
evening.
The
Rev. Laten Carter,
director of Wescmlnster Foundation of Ohio, will speak on "A
Christian Imperative for the University Student" in the United
Christian Fellowship (UCF)Center.
The United Campus Christian
Fellowship organization, which
is a component of UCF, is sponsoring the event. A meal will
be served at 5 p.m. by members
of theFlrst PresbyterianChurch.
This is an open meeting and
everyone is invited to attend,
according to the Rev. Eugene

Go-Go
Swinger
Earrings
from 97<t
Come In Look
Browse Around

open rush information night Sunday.
Active members will be in the
Historical
Suite from 7 to
9 p.m. to answer questions.
• « •
There will be a general meeting of the Newman Club at
7:30 pjn. Sunday.
• • »
A meeting for commuters will
be held at 8 p.m. Monday in
the River Room.
All those interested in discussing
the
problems
of
commuter life and electing commuter representatives to Student
Council are welcome.
• • *
Two German Films, "Meine
Alte Stadt" and "Die Kunst Des
Gelgenbaus," will be shown beginning at 7:30 p.m. in 105Hanna
Hall.
• • •
Professor J. L. Snell, professor of mathematics at Dartmouth College, will discuss the
relationship between mathematics and sociology at 4 p.m.
Monday in Room 140, Overman

HaU.
For the past year, Mr. Snell
has been a professor of sociology at Stanford University.
• • *
The meaning of Jazz will be the
topic tonight for the first Friday
night discussion in the Crypt.
Leading the discussion will be
students Karl Holloway, Paul
Hemmock and Gerry Wondrak.
The Crypt, a coffee house located in the basement of theUCF
Center, will be open every Friday night from 9 p.m. to midnight and every Saturday night
from 9 to 12:30 ajn.
* • •
Omega Phi Alpha, woman's
service sorority, will sponsor
an "Eyes for the Needy" campaign Monday through Oct. 24.
Students may deposit old
glasses, empty frames and old
lenses in boxes at the Union
Information desk, the main desk
at any dormitory, and downtown
at Krogers and Foodtown.
The items collected will be
sent to "Needy Eyes," a national service organization in
New Jersey.

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
what about the taste of Sprite? It's good. It's
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea of jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd better
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.
Roar, soft drink, roar!
You're the loudest soft drink
we ever sawr!
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot! Ooooooh-Roar, soft drink, roar I
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
Of any drink
That we would rather sit with!
Or (if we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the stri* ith!
Or sleep through English lit' with!
Roar! Soft drink! Roar!
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE!

OWU]
vvm*
QWE:
SOFT

f * MT
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SPRITE. SO TART AND
TIMGLING.' WE JUST COULDN'T
3UIET.
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Falcon Harriers
Meet Ball State
By TIM CHURCHILL
Assistant Sports Editor

Kickers Seeing Double?
Cochrane Must Wonder

The Ball State University Cardinals will attempt to throw a road
By BOB BRUCKNER
block in the path of the Bowling Green cross country team's curAssistant Sports Editor
rent winning streak tomorrow.
What? Play the same team
The Falcons are 4-1, and have won three straight since splitting
twice in a row?
their opener.
This is probably the thought
The Falcon harriers travel to Muncie , Ind„ for the dual meet
that passed though Coach Mickey
with Ball State, which dropped a 26-30 decision to Bowling Green
Cochrane's mind when he studied
last year on the BG course.
the roster of the kicker's next
Leading the Falcons will be junior letterman Bob Parks. Since
foe, Miami.
a so-so opening performance against the University of Kentucky
The Falcon soccer team
and Miami, Parks has come on strong in Bowling Green's last
travels to Oxford today to battwo meets, winning both.
tle the Redskins at 3:30 p.m.
Dan Sekerak, who has finished second among BG harriers in
Both teams will be in quest of
each of the three meets this season, Terry Oehrtman, a junior ' their first victory.
in his first year of intercollegiate cross country competition,
Last week Dayton nipped the
and sophomore Jim Hanneken are all threats to finish in the top
booters 5-4 due to a superfive or six places.
performance by a boy from
Also expected to figure prominently in the outcome of the meet
Nigeria, who accounted for four
is Paul
Talkington, a sophomore who finished fourth overall,
of the Flyers' goals.
and third among Falcon runners in the triangular meet Tuesday
Today, the Falcons will again
with Toledo and Wayne State.
meet a Nigerian-led team.
The Cardinals are not to be taken lightly. Ball State finished
Sam Bounya- Epee, who made
with a 5-2 record in dual meets last season, with its only defeat,
the all-conference first team for
other than the one to BG, coming at the hands of Valparaiso,
Miami last year, seems to be
24-31. Valparaiso edged Ball State for the Indiana Collegiate
heading for these honors again
Conference crown.
this season as he has literally
Falcon Coach Mel Brodt is looking forward to a very close
been Miami's total offense.
meet. "Ball State lost just three letter men. The sophomores
The Nigerian standout, who
they have coming up are even better than the men they lost through
scored 10 goals in eight games
graduation," Brodt said.
last year, has scored all of
The Ball State harriers have six lettermen returning, led by
Miami's goals this season-- four
Chuck Koeppen, who finished 20th in the NCAA college division
in two games.
meet last year.
"This will be our second opKen Sparks, who missed most of the 1965 cross country season
portunity to stop a one- man
with an injury, will be pushing Parks and Koeppen for the top
team." Cochrane said. "With
spot in the meet. He holds two Cardinal track records, the 880
a little more hustle we could
and the mile.
have beaten Dayton, and I feel
Other varsity lettermen for Ball State are Steve Lewark, Steve we can beat Miami."
Rybolt, Lonnie Hunter and Ed Banas. Sophomore threats include
The Redskins have lost twice
Dave Kerr, Les Bantz, Gary Hall, Terry Lein and Johnnie Johnson.
this season. Dayton beat Miami
The Cardinals have a dual meet and a triangular meet under their
4-2, and Denison rolled past
belts, besides a conditioner race at Taylor, so both teams should
them 5-2.
be nearly equal physically.
The meet will take place on the Green Hills Country Club course,
&&>
with four miles of slightly rolling terrain facing the Falcons and
Cardinals.

Williams Named Back Of Week
Figure this one out, if you
will.
After last Saturday's Dayton
game Russ Jacques was nominated as "Mr. Back" of thegame.
Jacques completed five of nine
passes for 58 yards to earn the
title.
However, yesterday BG fullback Stew Williams was selected
the Mid-American Conference's
back-of-the-week. Williams

Miami has one definite advantage over the Falcons--the
Redskins are still a club, meaning they are not an intercollegiate team and therefore
making freshmen eligible.
"Ten freshmen are on the
Miami roster," Cochrane said,
"and the big question for us will
be how rapidly they are progressing. They also have eight
sophomores."
The Falcons big problem will
be lack of depth, something which
will probably bother them all
season. The present injury list
includes Raymond Olodipupo, out

Bobcat Cager
Out For Year
ATHENS (AP)- - Ohio University's basketball hopes suffered
a severe jolt yesterday with the
announcement that forward Ken
Fowlkes will not play this season because of a chronic knee
injury.
Last season, Fowlkes averaged
16.1 points per game and 10
rebounds, leading the Bolicats in
both departments. He was a
unanimous selection to the A11Mid-Amcrican Conference team.
Fowlkes is the third Bobcat
cager lost for the coming season. Dave Brown, a senior, was
an academic casualty, and Berke
Reichenbach signed a professional baseball contract last
spring.

with a pulled leg muscle, and
Gordon Beecher, who has been
out of action but is beginning to
work out with the team.
But on the plus side of the
ledger, coach Cochrane is
pleased by the performances of
his sophomores.
"Bob (Bartels) at fullback had
an excellent day against Dayton,
and the other sophomores also
played well," Cochrancc said.
"It is just a matter of time for
the fellas to learn each others
Strengths and weaknesses, and
the
whole team will lie Improved."

Little Announces
Hockey Meeting
Bill Little, Bowling Green
hockey coach, announced there
will be a meeting Tuesday,
Oct. 11, at 7 p.m. for all
men interested in trying out
for the Falcon leers for the
1966-67 season.
Members
of last year's
team, which ran up a 6-6
record in its second season
of play, and other Interested
persons are invited to attend.

SLACKS TO SuuiMCtlM:

gained 139 yards in 29 carries
in what BG coach Bob Gibson
termed "a real workhorse job."
"1 got mad at Stew because
I thought he was loafing," Gibson
said, "but when I saw how many
times he carried the ball 1
changed my mind."
Ohio University's Bill Boggs
lineman-of-the-week for his outstanding play against Kent State.

WELCOME
STUDENTS!

AU5TTN mLUMLCRs
THEM LEAN
AND CLEAN

QUICK & COURTEOUS
CARRY-OUT
WEEKDAYS
FRI. & SAT
SUNDAY

9-11
.9-12
9-10

SOUTH
SIDE
CORNER NAPOLEON & MAIN ST.

IN A BUISLV
HOPSflOC

u/rrH

DACROM

®

TO FkSHT
LAJRINKLES,

KEEPS CREASES
SHARP
HI.ACKS SHOWN: r,r,% DACKON* POLYKSTKK, 45% WOKSTKI) WOOL.
About $18.00 in ginajW, olive, brown, Kwy. *I>u Punt's ruKmtei-ed trademark.
Ou Pont makeH fibers, not fabrics or clothes.

352-4581

3

I

11. II. r Tlii»|K for II. II. r Living . . . lkfm*h t.krmulry
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Baltimore Rookie
Blanks Dodgers

THE VULTURE, Phil Regan, glares in at the batter in yesterday's World Series action. The Orioles blanked Los Angeles, 6-0, to take a two to nothing lead in the Series.

Fa/cons Must Stop Bore/and,
Seifert To Win MAC Opener
KALAMA/OO. Mich.--Howling Green's Falcons will
be
guarding against a Tampa repeat tomorrow as they open their
Mid - American
Conference
scheduled against Western Michigan here at Waldo Stadium.
In Bowling Green's opener,
Tampa quarterback Jesse Kaye
went to the air 41 times and
connected 21 times.
The Falcons will have to contain Bronco quarterbacks Ron
Seifert and Jim Boreland. Seifert has completed 20 of 39
passes for 290 yards this season while Boreland has completed nine of 17 for 99 yards.
On the receiving end, ends
Gary Crain and Dave Mollard
are the main targets. Crain,
a converted halfback, has caught
11 aerials for 186 yards while
Mollard has 10 for 131 yards.
However, the Broncos threat
Is more than through the air.
Fullback Tim Majerle has
already rushed for 204 yards in
three games and leads the league In scoring with 24 points.
And Majerle Is only a sophomore.
Western
will
miss allconference defensive back Marty
Barskl, who is lost for the season with a spine injury. Safety
Gary Jennings will also miss the
BG contest.
Anchoring the defensive line
is 245-pound all-MAC selection
Bob Rowe. BG coach Bob Gibson terms Rowe "the best lineman in the league" and says
"the best lineman in the league"
and says I'm not sure we can
handle him."
BG split end Bob Heider and

guard Jim Porowski still won't
be readyfor the Western game,
but tackle Henry Orr will play
despite ailments.
Russ J acques will get tne starting call at QB for the second
week in succession.
"Jacques came on and gave us
the spark and leadership we
needed," Gibson said.
Stew Williams, the MAC backof-the-week, came up with the
best game of his three-year career last week with 139 yards

ALL-MAC tackle Bob Rowe
is the Broncos' defensive
stalwart. At 6-4, 245 pounds,
Rowe is a strong candidate
for All-America honors. Playing at defensive tackle, the
Falcons will probably see a
lot of him during the game.

RECLINING f»
LOUNGE
^*^
ROCKER SEATS
T WAU

«JtJ? »

0

/ MEZZANINE
ART GALLERY
ACRM „

JJ i"*

11

SCWtNS^^V" FREE PARKING

3500 Sacor Rd. Ad.cx.nr ,«, Wettgat* Shopping Area
rotioo. OHIO

HM-Wafl
■MtMMri
"The Blue Max"
Cinemo scope -Color
GEORGE PEPPARO
JAMES MASON
URbULA ANDRESS
Matinees W^dnosdoy,
Soturduy, & Sundoy
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5th GREAT MONTH

Boris Posternack's
"DOCTOR ZHIVAG0"
6 Academy Awords
Matinees Wednesday, Saturday & Sunday. Tickets
at Eorl'r. Inc.

gained in 29 carries for a 4.8
mark.
"Our goal line offense will get
plenty of work this week,"
Gibson said. BG stalled several
times against Dayton deep in
scaring territory.
In the series, BG has won
eight straight, upping Its advantage to 10-1-1 over the Broncos.
Western won the opener 20-15
In 1954 but hasn't had a victory since.
Bowling Green stopped a
Western final quarter rally last
year to win 21-17.
BOWLING GREEN
No.
Wt. Pos.
11 Bill Becker
175 LE
73 Jerry Hunter
225 LT
68 JackSohn
210 LG
53 Heath Wingate
225 C
65 Bruce Burdick
225 RG
74 Ernie George
235 RT
83 Chet Boyer
210 RE
13 Russ Jacques
170 QB
35 Mike Weger
200 LH
39 DaveCranmer
195 RH
47 Stew Williams
230 FB
WESTERN MICHIGAN
No.
Wt. Pos.
84 Gary Crain
190 LE
71 Torre Ossmo
255 LT
60 Ken Dersey
210 LG
52 John Kourls
215 C
64 Pete Mitchell
220 RG
70 Dennis Evans
225 RT
85 Dave Mollard
210 RE
16 Jim Boreland
180 QB
21 Sam Antonazzo
180 LH
25 Jim Long
180 RH
37 Tim Majerle
185 FB

Europe for #100
Switzerland - A do-it-yoursell
summer in Europe is now available. The new plan r. akes a trip
10 Europe including transportation, possible lor less than si00
A complete do-it-yourself prospectus including instructions
money saving tips and a large
selection ol job opportunities
along with discount tours and
application lorms may be obtained by writing to Dept X. Inter
national Travel Esl . 68 HeirengasM.
Vaduz
Liechtenstein
(Switzerland) enclosing si with
your inquiry lo cover tho rris; ol
ti • maio ta! overseas rtar I•••■-,
rilld Qil illclli p»>S ,.'C;i

LOS ANGELES (AP)-- The
Baltimore Orioles took advantage
of miserable fielding by the Los
Angeles Dodgers and took a 6-0
decision behind the fine four-hit
pitching of Jim Palmer yesterday in the second game of the
World Series.
The Orioles now hold a two
to nothing lead in the classic
and head for Baltimore where the
third game will be palyed tomorrow.
The Dodgers committed six
errors to tie. a World Series
record for one game, with outfielder Willie Davis setting a
mark for a Series by making thee
mark for a Series by making
three fhlscues in one inning.
Sandy Koufax started against
Palmer and through four innings it was a stalemate. The ace
Los Angeles southpaw, with a
season record of 27 victories
against nine defeats, ran into disaster in the fifth when the Orioles scored three unearned runs*
But the way Palmer was ptichinto it probably didn't matter.
Palmer is 20 years old. He
will not reach his 21st birthday
until one week from today. He
became the youngest pitcher ever
to hurl a shutout in World Series
history.
Oddly enough. Palmer completed only six games during the
regular season in compiling a
record of 15 victories and nine
losses. In fact, Koufax had 27
complete games--four more than
the entire Baltimore pitching
staff.
With a crowd of 55,947 looking
on during the balmy afternoon
at Chavez Ravine, the Orioles
broke the scoreless deadlock in
the fifth with John Powell launching the proceedings by collecting
a single.
Then, with one out, the comedy
of errors got underway.
Paul Blair lifted an Innocent
looking fly ball toward center.
Willie Davis, usually a graceful
outfielder--danced back to make
the catch but apparently lost the
ball in the sun and dropped it.
The runners moved to second and
third.
Andy Etchebarren popped a
fly to short center and Willie
Davis again moved in to make
what seemed to be an easy catch.
But the ball dropped out of
his glove. Powell scored.
Then, the Dodger outfielder
made a wild peg to third and
Blair scored. Before the uprising ended a third run came
home on Luis Aparicio's double.
That was the story of the game
although the Orioles did some
further scoring. Frank Robinson
got credit for a triple in the

sixth when Willie Davis and Ron
Fairly got crossed up on a long
drive.
In the eighth, they added two
more with the help of Ron Perranoski's throwing error. It was
that error that tied a World Series
record of six, previously established by the 1906 and the 1917
Chicago White Sox and the 1913
Philadelphia Athletics.
The other errors for the
Dodgers were made by Jim Gilliam and Fairly.
Willie Davis remained standing in the dressing quarters of
the Dodgers and explained to
everyone what happened to him.
Said Davis:

"I just lost both of them in
the sun. There's nothing you can
do about a case like that."
Before Palmer the youngest
pitcher to throw a shutout in
World Series action was Waite
Hout, who was 22 when he worked
a whitewashing job for the New
York Yankees against the New
York Giants in 1921.
But this was Palmer's Day.
It certainly wasn't Koufax' and
definitely not Willie Davis'.
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BALTIMORE
AB
Aporicio, ss
5
Blefory, If
5
F. Robinson, rf 3
B. Robinson, 3b 4
Powell, lb
3
D. Johnson, 2b
4
Blair, cf
3
Etchebarren, c
3
Palmer, p
4
Totals
34

R H
0 2
0 0
2 1
1 1
12
0 2
10
1 0
0 0
6 8

Bl
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
3

LOS ANGELES AB

R H

Bl

Wills, ss
Gilliam, 3b
W. Davis, cf
Fairly, rf
Lefebvre, 2b
L. Johnson, If
Roseboro, c
Parker, lb
Koufax, p

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Perranoski, p

Regan, p
T. Davis, ph
Brewer, p
Totals

4
4
4
3
3
4
4
2
2
0
0
1
0
31

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Baltimore
000 031 020-6
Los Angeles 000 000 000-0

TU Tickets
Now On Sale
Tickets for the University of
Toledo--Bowling Green football
game at Toledo next Saturday
night (Oct. 15) are now on sale
at theMemorial Hall ticket office.
The tickets sell for $2.50 and
$3.50. All seats are reserved.

NOW - thru
TUESDAY

"A delight!
Witty, satiric,
with a
marvelous
assortment
of actors!"
-Cue Mi game
COLUMBIA PICTURES
PreMMs

BRYAN
FORBES
PRODUCTION OF
THE WRONG BOX
JOHN MILLS • RALPH RICHARDSON
| MICHAEL CAMEfggfl
PETER COOK-DUOLEV MOORE-NANETTE NEWMAN

TONY HANCOCK ..PETER SELLERS
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